Sessions in Development for
2024 NLC-RISC Staff Conference

Concurrent Sessions

- A Citywide Safety Team Approach for First Responder Health
- Building the Talent Pipeline: Recruitment Strategies for Pools
- Civility: How to Do the Work of Cities Safely and Effectively Today
- Cyber Claims Prevention: AWC/VC3 Cyber Pilot Update
- Data-Driven Decisions for Law Enforcement, Corrections, and More: Case Studies
- Establishing and Managing a Captive
- Every Municipality Needs a Little Heart: 5 Steps to Protecting Your Member Municipalities from Sexual Assault & Resulting Claims
- Firefighter Cancer Prevention
- Homeless Camping Regulation, 2024 Supreme Court Ruling
- How to Prevent and Respond to Predatory Lawsuits
- Implementing Connecticut’s Intern Program
- Managing GLP-1 Costs and Coverage
- Member Engagement and our Digital Journey
- Peer Support for First Responders
- Practical Ways RISC-Member Pools are Using AI
- Property Values and Appraisals: Timely Update for 2024-2025
- Refreshed New Staff Workshop
- Seven Habits of Highly Effective Risk-Pool Staff
- The Often Overlooked but Crucial Role of HR Skills for Law Enforcement Pools and Municipal Departments
- Using Data to Make Workers’ Compensation Decisions
- Weather Change and Cat Modeling: What Your Pools Need to Know
- What’s New? Generations, Challenges, Opportunities
- Wrongful Incarceration Claims, Including a Legal Perspective on Coverage